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Summary

GRBs and low-luminosity GRBs
relativistic jet injected into a massive star as a origin of long GRBs
llGRBS: less energetic and less luminous subgroup of long GRBs
They are accompanied by broad-lined Ic supernovae
Ex.) GRB 980425/SN 1998bw, GRB 060218/SN 2006aj, GRB100316D/ SN2010bh
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Low-luminosity GRBs
relativistic jet injected into a massive star as a origin of long GRBs
llGRBS: less energetic and less luminous subgroup of long GRBs
They are accompanied by broad-lined Ic supernovae
Ex.) GRB 980425/SN 1998bw, GRB 060218/SN 2006aj, GRB100316D/ SN2010bh
Luminosity Lγ,iso

Isotropic energy Eiso

Duration T90

peak energy Ep

GRB 980425
SN 1998bw

6×1046 erg/s

9×1047 erg

35 s

122 keV

GRB 060218
SN 2006aj

2×1046 erg/s

4×1049 erg

2100 s

4.7 keV

GRB 100316D
SN 2010bh

5×1046 erg/s

6×1049 erg

1300 s

18 keV

cf. Liso~1051 erg/s, Eiso~1052-53 erg for standard GRBs

from Hjorth (2011)

Question to answer: What is the origin of the diversity of GRBs?
What mechanism is responsible for X- and γ- ray emission

Connection to HNe, engine-driven SNe

Optical observations: kinetic energy of non-relativistic ejecta is found by light
.

curve modeling and spectroscopy : vph ~ 0.1c, Ekin ~ 1052 erg
Radio observations: kinetic energy of the blast wave is found by using
synchrotron emission model : Γv =(1-2) c, Ekin ~ 1049 erg for llGBS
A&A 539, A76 (2012)
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Soderberg et al.
14

Olivares+ (2012)

Fig. 7. Quasi-bolometric light curve of
SN 2010bh produced by using GROND
g′ r′ i′ z′ JH filters (black open circles) in
the rest frame. For clarity, the uncertainties in the host-galaxy extinction are not
included in the error bars. A single black
continuous line represents the best-fit
model (see Sect. 5.1). Early and late
components of the model are smoothly
joined at t0 + 30 d. SE and other GRBSNe quasi-bolometric light curves have
been plotted as a comparison sample:
SN 2003lw (GRB 031203; Malesani
et al. 2004), SN 1998bw (GRB 980425;
Galama et al. 1998b), SN 2006aj
(GRB 060218; Pian et al. 2006), the
broad-lined Ic SN 2009bb (Pignata et al.
2011), the type-Ic SN 1994I (Richmond
et al. 1996), the type Ibc SN 2008D
(XRO 080109; Modjaz et al. 2009;
Soderberg et al. 2008), and the type-Ic
SN 2002ap (Gal-Yam et al. 2002; Foley
et al. 2003; Yoshii et al. 2003).

Soderberg et al.

Soderberg+ (2010)

Figure 2.

The analysis of the quasi-bolometric light-curve morphology
yields a peak luminosity of 4.3 × 1042 erg s−1 at about 8 d after
the trigger (equivalent to Mbol ≈ −17.87), i.e., approximately
two times fainter and six days sooner than for SN 1998bw. Our
luminosity is 16% higher than that computed by Cano et al.

nebular, i.e., optically thin, and the emitted luminosity is powered by the energy deposition of: (1) γ-rays from 56 Co decay,
(2) γ-rays from electron-positron annihilation, and (3) the kinetic
energy of the positrons (see appendix A in Valenti et al. 2008).
However, Maeda et al. (2003) noted that the two-component

Figure 4.

Connection to HNe, engine-driven SNe

Optical observations: kinetic energy of non-relativistic ejecta is found by light
.

curve modeling and spectroscopy : vph ~ 0.1c, Ekin ~ 1052 erg
Radio observations: kinetic energy of the blast wave is found by using
synchrotron emission model : Γv =(1-2) c, Ekin ~ 1049 erg

GRBS: bright in radio

llGRBs: intermediate
SNe Ibc: dark in radio

Margutti+ (2013)

Connection to HNe, engine-driven SNe

Optical observations: kinetic energy of non-relativistic ejecta is found by light
.

curve modeling and spectroscopy : vph ~ 0.1c, Ekin ~ 1052 erg
Radio observations: kinetic energy of the blast wave is found by using
synchrotron emission model : Γv =(1-2) c, Ekin ~ 1049 erg

Ultra-relativistic jet?

No jet ?
Failed/Weak jet?
Margutti+ (2013)

Connection to HNe, engine-driven SNe

Optical observations: kinetic energy of non-relativistic ejecta is found by light
.

curve modeling and spectroscopy : vph ~ 0.1c, Ekin ~ 1052 erg
Radio observations: kinetic energy of the blast wave is found by using
synchrotron emission model : Γv =(1-2) c, Ekin ~ 1049 erg

Ultra-relativistic jet?

This study

1. We carry out a series simulations of jet propagation in a massive
star with various injection conditions.
2. We carry out further calculations to reveal the properties of the
models. Especially we focus on explosive nucleosynthesis as a result
of the jet injection
No jet ?
Failed/Weak jet?
Margutti+ (2013)
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GRB jet simulation
jet injection with various sets of free parameters
injection radius:

Rin = 1.5×108cm and 1.0×109cm

total energy:

E =5×1052 erg

energy injection rate: dE/dt=2000, 1000, 500, 200, 100, 50, 20, 10, 5×1050
erg/s
half opening angle:

θj =10°

initial jet Lorentz factor: Γj = 5

z

speciﬁc internal energy: ε0/c2=20
CSM:

dM/dt=10-7 M◉/yr, vw=1000km/s
x

Jet models

ultra-relativistic jet is formed successfully (jet break time < jet injection time)
low dE/dt (=0.5 1051erg/s)
.
long tinj (=50s)
left: Lorentz factor right: density
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Jet models

ultra-relativistic jet is formed successfully (jet break time < jet injection time)
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Jet models

ultra-relativistic jet is not formed (jet break time > jet injection time)
.
high dE/dt (=50 1051erg/s)
left: Lorentz factor right: density
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Jet models

ultra-relativistic jet is not formed (jet break time > jet injection time)
.
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relativistic ejecta, E(Γβ>1)>1049 erg
non-rel. ejecta, E(Γβ>1)<1049 erg

Ek (> Γβ) ∝ (Γβ)−5.1 ,

when a star with a radiative envelope is assumed. In Figure 3, I show the resultant

for each model. The distribution for spherical model derived by [Tan et al.(2001)] is

For models with θjet = 10◦ , the distribution the models with Ė51 = 200 and 100 a

the spherical case. On the other hand, in the models with Ė51 = 10, 5 and 2, mo
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Explosive Nucleosynthesis
tracer particle method: nucleosynthesis calculation as a post-process
.

nuclear reaction network: from n,p up to Tc ~490 nuclei, ~6500 reactions
tracer particles (~16000) are advected in the ejecta→the thermal history of the
particles are used for nucleosynthesis– calculation
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Fig. 7.— Spatial distributions of the tracer particles at diﬀerent epochs. Each row corre-
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Fig. 8.— Density and temperature of the tracer part
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models with small Rin

amount of some nuclei
synthesized by the explosive

.

models with large Rin

4He

nucleosynthesis
M(56Ni)>0.1M

44Ti

◉

=dE/dt>5x1052[erg/s]
the amount of 58Ni reﬂect the
injection radius.

58Ni

small injection radius models
bring (low Ye) materials at the
outermost layer of the iron core
into the ejecta.

56Ni

low dE/dt

high dE/dt

Fig. 9.— Masses of 4 He 44 Ti, 58 Ni, and 56 Ni (from top to bottom) in the ejecta as a fun
of the energy deposition rate for the injection radius Rin = 1.5 × 108 (solid line) and 1.0
cm (dashed line).
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Summary
Systematic studies of GRB jets with various sets of injection conditions and
.

explosive nucleosynthesis in a context of standard/low-luminosity GRBs
high dE/dt: 56Ni -rich ejecta and 4He production via alpha-rich freeze-out
Extremely high energy injection rates are needed to produce suﬃcient amount
of 56Ni to explain the brightness of SN component associated with some GRBs:
M(56Ni)>0.1M◉ = dE/dt>5x1052[erg/s]
we need another

56Ni

production site? (e.g., disk wind)

Some nuclei can be used as a tracer of the jet injection condition: 44Ti, 58Ni
(possible 58Ni detection in SN 2006aj: Maeda+(2007))

.
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Low-luminosity GRBs
llGRBS: less energetic and less luminous subgroup of long GRBs

Fig. 2.— Long-term Swift light curve of GRB060218. Upper panel: the XRT light curve
(0.3–10 keV) is shown with open black circles. Count rate-to-flux conversion factors were derived
from time-dependent spectral analysis. We also plot with open black squares the contribution to the
0.3–10 keV flux by the blackbody component. Its percentage contribution is increasing with time,
becoming dominant at the end of the exponential decay. The X–ray light curve has a long, slow
power-law rise followed by an exponential (or steep power-law) decay. At about 10,000 s the light
curve breaks to a shallower power-law decay with index −1.2 ± 0.1 characteristic of typical GRB
afterglows. This classical afterglow can be naturally accounted for by a shock driven into the wind
by a shell with kinetic energy Eshell ∼ 1049 erg. The t−1 flux decline
+490 is valid at the
-3 stage
-1where
< 104 s for
-190
the shell is being decelerated by the wind with the deceleration phase beginning
at tdec ∼
8
−1
−1
> 10−4 (v
Ṁ ∼
wind /10 cm s ) M⊙ yr , consistent with the mass-loss rate inferred from the thermal
X–ray component.
Lower panel: the UVOT light curve. Filled circles of diﬀerent colors represent diﬀerent UVOT filters:
red – V (centered at 544 nm); green – B (439 nm), blue – U (345 nm), light blue – UVW1 (251
nm); magenta – UVM1 (217 nm) and yellow – UVW2 (188 nm). Specific fluxes have been multiplied
by their FWHM widths (75, 98, 88, 70, 51 and 76 nm, respectively). Data have been rebinned to
increase the signal to noise ratio. The UV band light curve peaks at about 30 ks due to the shock
break-out from the outer stellar surface and the surrounding dense stellar wind, while the optical
band peaks at about 800 ks due to radioactive heating in the SN ejecta.

They are found in the nearby universe. The event rate seems to be high.
e.g., 230

Gpc yr (Soderberg+ 2006 ), 100-1800 Gpc-3 yr-1 (Guetta&Della Valle 2007)

They are accompanied by broad-lined Ic supernovae

Ex.) GRB 980425/SN 1998bw, GRB 060218/SN 2006aj, GRB100316D/ SN2010bh

long GRBs

ll GRBs

1000 sec
GRB 060218, Campana+ (2006)

Levan+ (2013)

Failed jet hypothesis
Ekin for relativistic ejecta << Ekin for nonrelativistic ejecta ➡ It is suggested that failed
jet model produce such events.
Many works to reveal whether or not an ultrarelativistic jet succeed in penetrating a
massive star (e.g., Bromberg+2011a,b, Lazzati
+2011)

Lazzati+ (2011)

Bromberg+ (2011a,b)

larger explosion energies. The aspherical explosion causes a
region of higher entropy along the z-axis, which o†ers better
conditions for the a-rich freezeout (Fig. 1). The high entropy
inhibits the production of 56Ni. Much 4He is left after the
freezeout, so the elements produced through 4He capture
are very abundant in the deepest region along the z-axis
(Fig. 2). This results in the enhancement of the elements
synthesized in the deepest region, such as 44Ca (produced as
44Ti), 48Ti (as 48Cr), and elements heavier than A D 58.

Explosive Nucleosynthesis

Maeda+ (2002)

Post-process nucleosynthesis calculations
.

Many earlier works in the context of bipolar
explosion in SNe (e.g., Nagataki+1997,2003,2005,

Ni

mass: (e.g.,Nagataki+2003,Tominaga+2007)

slow energy deposition ➡ M(56Ni)<<0.1M◉

Oxygen

FIG. 3.ÈTwo-dimensional distribution of 56Ni (open circles) and 16O
(dots) of model C in the homologous expansion phase. Open circles and
dots denote test particles in which the mass fractions of 56Ni and 16O,
respectively, exceeds 0.1. Lines are density contours at the level of 0.5 (solid
lines), 0.3 (dashed lines), 0.1 (dash-dotted lines), and 0.01 (dotted lines) of the
maximum density.

instantaneous energy injection ➡ M(56Ni)~0.1M◉
56Ni

distribution:region with high X(56Ni) is formed

around the jet and a region with unburned 16O is
surrounding the region
➡ consistent with optical spectra of some HNe
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Species

12C . . . . . . .
14N . . . . . .
16O . . . . . .
19F . . . . . . .
20Ne . . . . .
23Na . . . . .
24Mg . . . . .
27Al . . . . . .
28Si . . . . . .
31P . . . . . . .
32S . . . . . . .
35Cl . . . . . .
36Ar . . . . . .
39K . . . . . .

a [A/B]

Mapping procedure
dynamical range is huge

➡

jet ~ 1013-14 cm ⇄ Fe core ~ 108-9 cm

Courant condition limits the time stepΔt < cΔx
The numerical domain doubles as the ejecta expand. The resolution is
z
halved.

z

×2

x

×2

x

Results
Ultra-relativistic jet

Mildly relativistic
blast wave

.

